
 
 

PREGNANCY  
 

Pregnancy dream 
2 weeks before & 2 weeks after the birth 
Photos will be taken at two times; once during the pregnancy and as soon as the baby is on 
the world. A pleasant and personal posture will be elaborated with the pregnant woman 
(possibly with partner). Focus: Between fiction (conceptions of the baby) and reality (in such 
a way it actually looks). 
 
 

Belly Splendour 
Highlight of my pregnancy 
The most perfect beautiful belly form (middle/end of 9. month) is consciously figurative 
caught respectively photographed. A harmonious instant of the solidarity between becoming 
mother and unborn baby becomes noticeable. 
 
 

9 months – the development 
Photos will be taken once per month during 9 to 10 months. The pregnant woman (possibly 
with partner) always poses in the same posture at the same place. The last photo shows 
also the newborn child beside the proud mummy (and dad). 
 
 

Baby 1 year 
The baby will be photographed at the actual age of one year of his existence (nine months in 
the belly and three months on the world). In the sense of the natural birthday; simply 
celebrate it once differently. 
 



 
 

RELATIONSHIPS 
 

Pair whisper 
Togetherness, pairs will be photographed in their unmistakable uniqueness. You can choose 
from which side of you do you want to show. May it be intimate solidarity, playful or erotic? 
The pair shows itself and new develops in the area.  
 
 

Other(s) 
The desire not to be photographed alone is in the centre of attention. A photo together with 
the family, with children, with one’s dog or another living being; a completely normal photo 
or perhaps also not? 
 



 
 

MY PORTRAIT 
 

That’s me 
How do I realize myself I and where do I stand? The personality, the own truth is the centre 
of the photography. Together we will work out your individual special portrait. The personal 
portrait is more than only photography. 
 
 



 
 

FINE NUDE ACT 
 

Act and/or art photos 
Intimacy, individuality, and boundlessness of the own being. 
 


